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As an apprentice & later factor of the Brown Brothers of Providence, RI, Watson embarked on a journey from Rhode Island to
South Carolina, remarked about the state of revolutionary America and slavery and then went to France and England where he
met Benjamin Franklin, John Adams, and witnessed King George III recognize American independence.. In his epic poem on
King Philip’s War, Church personifies different towns who sing of their losses, as well as including distinctly mock-heroic
descriptions of the setters’ futile defense.. Rumor has it that he helped secret drafts of what became the Treaty of Paris 1783
across the English Channel.. The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin Nominations: Continental Congress, “The Declaration of
Independence,” (Philadelphia, 1776).. Benjamin Thompson, _New England’s Crisis_ (Boston, 1676), in _So Dreadfull a
Judgment: Puritan Responses to King Philip’s War_, eds.. Amazing narrative and lyric texts from indigenous sources
Nominations: Virginia Resolves Against the Stamp Act (Patrick Henry et al) — House of Burgesses Resolutions against the
Stamp Act in 1765.

Perhaps the most important founding document in the history of the United States.. Several that were initially passed were
rescinded, though still published in newspapers and helped to spur political and popular protest against the Stamp Act.. And
you’ll never feel more like a Fredon! Mathew Carey, _Advice and Suggestions to Increase the Comforts of Persons in Humble
Circumstances_ 1832 For when you feel like teaching about how poverty gets moralized how Franklin’s maxims go
mainstream.. ” Overall, the document offers a wonderful view of how many in Great Britain viewed American independence..
(New York: Dana & Company Publishers, 1856) Elkanah Watson was in the right place at the right time to witness important
events of the American Revolution.. Sheffield bristles with anger over the liberal peace terms granted to the United States and
the humiliating prospect that Parliament might grant the U.. John Baker Holroyd, 1st Earl of Sheffield, “Observations on the
Commerce of the American States,” (Philadelphia: Bell, 1783).. _The Broken Spears: the Aztec Account of the Conquest of
Mexico_, edited by Miguel Leon-Portilla (1962; Boston: Beacon Press, 2006).. Elkanah Watson, “Men and Times of the
Revolution: Memoirs of Elkanah Watson,” Winslow C.
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_A Popular Catalog of the Extraordinary Curiosities in the National Institute_ 1859 Pick a page and talk about the porous
boundaries between art and science, natural and artificial, technology and culture, and dozens of other false dichotomies that
defined nineteenth-century American culture.. Ibmdadb2 download movies Roger Williams, _Key into the Languages of
America_ (London, 1643).. S “most favoured nation” status if it passes William Pitt’s bill, “The Provisional Establishment and
Regulation of Trade and Intercourse between the Subjects of Great Britain and those of the United States of North America..
_Generic Names for the country and people of the United States_ 1803 You’ll never teach the cultural history of nation-building
the same way again.. Harriet Jacobs/Linda Brent “Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl” — A woman’s account of her life as a
slave, running away, and hiding for ten years in an tiny attic before escaping northward.. Richard Slotkin and James K Folsom
(Hanover and London: Wesleyan University Press, 1978), 207-234.
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